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Abstract 

Glass formation for a series of 10 glasses on or near the AIN - 1';03 - Si02 

plane of the Y-Si-Al-O-N system was found to be strongly dependent on compo
sition with the best glass-forming characteristics occurring in a glass having a 
normalized composition of Yo.26Sio.3oAlo.1l ONo.ll ' Crystallization of this glass was 
found to proceed by a heterogeneous nucleation mechanism, with intermetallic 
iron silicides acting as nuclei for the columnar dendritic y - 1';S~07 species. Sec
ondary crystallization of a species having a nominal composition of YS~104N; 
occured in interdendritic regions when crystallization temperatures approached 
1200°C. A third stage of crystallization involved the formation of the high tem
perature polymorph of 1';S~07 (82 - 1';S~07) through transformation of the 
y - 1';S~07 dendrites to an intermediate product (81 - 1';S~07) followed by 
recrystallization to the 82 - 1';S~07 polymorph. CBED results for the crystal 
structure determination of y - 1';S~07 showed it to be based on an end-centered 
orthorhombic Bravais lattice having unit cell dimensions of a==8.06 A, b==9.34 
A, and c-6.92 A with a space group of Aba2. A similar determination for 
82 - 1';S~07 showed it to be based on a primitive orthorhombic Bravais lattice 

'l 0 0 

having unit cell dimensions of a==13.6 A, b==5.01 A, and c==8.15 A with a space 
group of Pna21• 
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Introduction 

The recent interest in Si3N4-based ceramics for use in high temperature struc-

. tural applications has prompted closer investigation of the glassy intergranular 

phases which normally exist in these materials 1. These intergranu1ar phases result 

from sinteringadditives or impurities contained in the raw material powders and 

are the cause of the invariable loss of high temperature strength z. 

YZ0 3/ Alz0 3-fluxed Si3N4 is a technologically important ceramic which falls into 

this class of materials. The major point of interest in this system is that the 

intergranular glass is highly refractory and resists softening such that the useful 

range of the material is expanded. By formulating compositions correctly within 

certain compatibility triangles, it is also possible to preserve the integrity ofma

terials in this system under high temperature oxidizing conditions 3. Partial 

crystallization of the intergranular glass in Yz03/ A~03 -fluxed S~}4 4 by heat 

treatment after hot pressing has been observed with the resulting ceramic having 

increased creep resistance. Collectively, these points outline the advantages of 

Yz~/ A~~-fluxed S~~ for high temperature structural applications. 

Oxynitride glasses have been formulated in the Y -Si-Al-O-N system by various 

investigators $-10. Heat treatment of these glasses has shown the crystallization 

behavior to be, in general, quite complex. Leng-Ward and Lewis 10 have discussed 

in detail the crystallization behavior of glasses having compositions with constant 

Y:Si:Al ratio of 1.04 : 1.27 : 1.27 and with nitrogen contents ranging from 0 to 

30 eq. %. They were successful in crystallizing Si-substituted YAG (yttrium alu-
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minum gamet, Y3AlS0 12), yttrium disilicate (Y2Si20 7), alumina (Al20 3), mullite 

(Al6Si20 13), silicon oxynitride (Si2N20), and N-wollastonite (Y2Si20 4N2). This 

work is the most detailed study to date of glass crystallization in the Y-Si-Al-O-N 

system. Of interest in the present study was the crysta)]jzation behavior and phase 

analyses of glasses lying on the Y20 3-Si02-AlN plane of the Y-Si-Al-O-N system. 

Similar glasses had previously been fabricated by Jack s, Loehman 6 and Thomas, 

Ahn and Weiss 9 who examined properties and gross crystallization phenomena. 

However, the crystallization behaviors of these glasses as classical glass-ceramics 

remained relatively unknown. 

Glasses in this system have practical application as joining materials for 

li~/ A~~ -fluxed S~~ parts and have potential application as glass-eeramic 

precursors in their own right. With these applications in mind, the present work 

characterizes both crystallographically and morphologically some of the crystal

line phases which may occur during the devitrification of glasses in the Y -Si-Al

O-N system and compares new results with those of previous investigators. 

Experimental Procedures 

Glass Melting 

Compositions near the limits of the known glass-forming region 6 in the 

Y20 3-Si02-AlN system were prepared by melting mixtures of Al20 3, Si02, Y20 3 
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and Si3N4 powders in molybdenum crucibles in a graphite-element high temper-

ature furnace II modified to allow pressurization t9 2 MPa. This permitted a ni-

trogen partial pressure of approximately 2 MPa to be maintained over the melt in 

order to prevent decomposition of the silicon nitride during melting. 11. After 

holding at tlie melting temperature the glasses were furnace quenched by turning 

off the furnace. This cooling rate is approximately 60°C/minute but is strongly 

time dependent. 

The powders were mixed using a ball mill and polyethelene containers without 

the addition of milling media or liquids to avoid contamination and the necessity 

of drying the powders after mixing. All batches were formulated as 50 g charges 

and were mixed for two hours. 

The compositions which were prepared are shown as the lettered symbols in 

Figure 1. Compositions which had been prepared prior. to this study are shown 

as numbered symbols (Loehman 6) or are otherwise indicated (Jack s, and Thomas, . 

Ahn and Weiss 9). The compositions were chosen in order to define the boundaries 

of the known glass-forming region in this system more precisely than those deter-

mined in earlier studies. Table I lists the compositions of the glasses formed along 

with the conditions used for melting and the resulting phase constitution as de-

termined by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. Based on 

these results, subsequent crystallization was limited to composition A which was 

II Centorr Associates, Inc., Suncook, NH. 
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Table I 

Y-Si-AI-o-N Glass Kelting Results 

Kelting Kelting 
Q' 

Temp. Time 
Sample (OC) (brs.) Phase Content 

A 1650 1 Amorphous * 

Bl 1650 1 Amorphous', c1-Y2Si2,? * 

B2 1725 1 Amorphous', c1-Y2Si207* 

C 1725 1 Amorphous', /J-Y2Si207 * 

D 1725 1 Amorphous*, O'-sialon' 

11 1725 1 Amorphous*, /J'-sialon', O'-suloD. # 

12 1725 1 Amorphous *, P' -s ia Ion # , Of-sialon', /J-Y2Si207 

1725 1 * Y SiAIO N* r Amorphous, 2 5 

G 1725 1 Amorphous', Al2Y409 -J Phase (ss) * 
I 1725 1 Amorphous * 

*XRD Result, 'TEM Result 
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found to be totally amorphous. Composition I, which lies near the Si02-rich cor-

ner of the Y20 3-Si02-AlN plane but which has an Al20 3 content such that its 

composition does not lie on this plane, resulted in a phase-separated glass similar 

to that reported by Leng-Ward and Lewis 10. This phase separation is believed to 

be an extension of the miscibility gap which exists in the Y20 3- Si02 binary system 

Heat Treatment 

. Heat treatments to effect crystallization of Y-Si-Al-O-N glass composition A 

were performed in a tungsten-mesh element + high temperature furnace equipped 

with a microprocessor-based controller #. Purified argon or nitrogen was used as 

the furnace atmosphere. Small pieces « 1 g) of the bulk: glass were heated in a 

platinum dish at a rate of 20°C/minute until a plateau temperature was reached. 

A cooling rate of 10°C/minute was used from the plateau temperature to room 

temperature. 

After the establishment of the time-temperature regime in which noticeable 

crystallization could be achieved in reasonable times, a matrix of heat treatments 

was performed in order to produce a time-temperature- transformation diagrall). . 

+ Centorr Associates Inc., Suncook, NH. 
# Honeywell, Inc., Westfield, NJ. 
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Microstructural Characterization 

Each of the crystallized glass-ceramics was characterized using the techniques 

of X-ray powder diffraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and trans

mission electron microscopy (TEM). Studies performed on the transmission 

electron microscope included energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), 

convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED), and high resolution electron 

microscopy. 

X-ray powder diffraction patterns were generated on a Siemens Kristalloflex 

diffractometer using a 0.1 degree step size over a 28 range of 6° to 70°. Cu Ka 

X-rays were used in the analyses. Powders for analyses were made by grinding the 

bulk glass using an agate mortar and pestle followed by sieving to 200 mesh. 

SEM samples were prepared by diamond polishing bulk samples of the crys

tallized glass-ceramics down to 0.25 J.C1I1. These were then etched for 10 minutes 

using 2.0% HF acid to reveal the microstructure and coated with 5 nm of gold to 

prevent charging of the specimen under the influence of the electron beam. SEM 

was performed on a microscope operated at a 25 kVaccelerating potential. 

Samples for TEM were prepared by the standard techniques of thin sectioning 

to approximately 0.3-0.4 mm thickness using a diamond sectioning saw, grinding 

to approximately 50 pm using 600 grit SiC paper, and ion beam thinning using 6 

keV AI ions directed at an incidence angle of 20-25°. A thin layer of carbon 

(10-30 A) was then evaporated onto one side of the specimen to reduce the effects 

of specimen charging. TEM observations were made in a 100 kV instrument ++ 
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equipped with a standard energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer -, in a 200 kV 

instrument +++ equipped with an ultra-thin window energy dispersive X-ray 

spectrometer - , and in the Berkeley Atomic Resolution Microscope operated 

at 1.0 MY. 

-----'-----~~--.. ---------
++ Mode1400T, Philips Electronic Instruments, Mahwah, NJ. 
*:* Model,,-7000, Kevex Corp., Foster City, CA. 
+++ Model JEM 200CX, JEOL Corp., Peabody, MA. 
- Model Microanalyst-8000, Kevex Corp., Foster City, CA.. 
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Results and Discussion 

Crystallization Sequence 

Heat treatment of glass composition A at low temperatures (lOOO°C) resulted 

in very sluggish devitrification to form y - 12S~07. This identification is con

firmed by X-ray diffraction results (Appendix 1), which partially match the pal

tern generated by Ito and Johnson 12, and EDXS results which show a limited 

degree of solid solubility of AI (Figure 2) .. To date, such solid solubility has only 

been documented for the case of y - 12S~07 which has a nominal composition of 

R(Y,RE),Si60 21 where R includes H+, Na+, Mg+2, Mn+2, Fe+2,Al+3, Th+4andZr+4 

12. The partial match of X-ray diffraction patterns from this study with those of 

Ito and Johnson is thought to result from the occurrence of multiple crystalline 

species with similar structures and compositions in their study. This topic will be 

discussed in more detail later in this paper. 

Crystallization of the y - 12S~07 phase appears to be heterogeneously 

nucleated as shown by the TEM micrograph of Figure 2. Such nuclei were not 

detected in the parent glass and probably arise due to Fe-induced reduction of 

Si3N4 during the crystallization heat treatment 13. The source of this Fe is thought 

to be impurities in the raw material powders. The relatively infrequent occur-
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rence of such crystallization centers tends to support the contention of a heter-

ogeneous nucleation mechanism. 

A crystallization temperature of 1100°C or greater resulted in a dramatic in-

crease in the crystallization rate. The secondary electron'image of Figure 3(A) 

shows a large-scale crystallization of the y - liS~07 phase as dendrites of ap-

proximately 20-25 JLm diameter. Residual glass appears as the darker contrast 

phase. Small amounts of the high temperature form of liS~07 appear in the 

micrograph as crystallites with the sharply angular morphology labeled 8. 

The dendritic crystallization of liS~07 has been previously observed in the 

who attributed the dendrite formation to constitutional supercooling caused by a 

larger concentration of Y in the glass compared to stoichiometric liS~07. In the 

present case the crystallization of y - liS~07 requires the exclusion of AI, Si, 0, 

and N to the liquid phase ahead of the glass/crystal interface, and it is this effect 

which causes columnar dendrite formation due to constitutional supercooling. 

The amount of AI which remained in solid solution in the y - liS~07 phase was 

observed to decrease as a function of increasing crystallization temperature which 

suggests a partition coefficient which is less than 1; the functional form of this 

AI solubility vs. temperature relation was not determined. 
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Crystallization at temperatures above about 1200°C results in a quite different 

morphology than that observed at lower crystallization temperatures. This 

morphology is characterized by the formation of a second crystalline species in the 

regions surrounding the y - liS~07 dendrite nuclei. This morphology is apparent 

in the secondary electron image of Figure 3(B) where the interdendritic phase is 

shown labeled with an H. EDXS analysis of this devitrification product shows it 

to contain all five of the elemental constituents of the system. Using liS~07 and 

liSiA10sN IS as standards for determining Cliff-Lorimer coefficients, a nominal 

composition of YSi,4104N; was calculated for the interdendritic phase. A quinary 

composition such as this might be expected since AI, Si, 0, and N are segregated 

to the regions "between the dendrites. Observations of the YSi,4104N,. phase in the 

transmission electron microscope confirm its eXistence in the regions surrounding 

the dendrite nucleus and radiating dendrite arms. In fact, Figure 4 suggests that 

the growth of YSi,4104N; proceeds in a single crystal fashion until envelopment 

of the dendrite has occurred. The (001) lattice fringes of the YSi,4104N,. phase 

completely surround the twin-faulted dendrite arm seen here in a cross-sectional 

orientation. 

The stoichiometric compound liSiA10,N and the series of solid solutions which 

form between the compositions ~S~07N; and Y~~09 are the only reported 

quinary compounds in the Y -Si-Al-O-N system IS These compo1l1!ds are both Y

rich compared to the interdendritic phase of this study which suggests that we 
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have identified a previously uncataloged crystalline species. Diffraction results 

to follow also suggest this. 

Heat treatment at crystallization temperatures in excess of 1200°C gave rise 

to a monotropic transformation microstructure which results from the formation 

of the stable high temperature polymorphs of Y;S~07 or the 8 forms. This 

morphology is easily observed in the transmission electron micrograph of Figure 

5 in which the 82 polymorph exhibits a blocky morphology containing many faults 

and can be seen growing from what were originally y - Y;S~07 dendrite branches. 

The assignment of 82 - Y;S~07 as the description of the polymorph formed in this 

transformation is based on the description of the 8 polymorph by Ito and Johnson 

12 and the .similarity of X-ray and electron diffraction patterns from the 81 and 82 

polymorphs (Appendix IT) to a pattern produced by Ito and Johnson 16. The 

complexity of this y - 8 transformation will be discussed further in the follow

ing section. 

Heat treatment of glass composition A at high temperatures for long periods 

of time resulted in the microstructure observed in the secondary electron micro

graph of Figure 3(B). This microstructure consists entirely of the 82 - Y;S~07 

polymorph (82), the YS~I04N;. phase (H), 0' sial on needles (0'), and some 

amount of residual glassy phase which appears as the angular regions of dark 

_ contrast' found between the 82 - Y;S~07 crystallites. Precipitation -of 0' sialon 
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needles from Y-Si-Al-O-N glasses has also been observed by Leng-Ward and 

Lewis 10 for heat treatments at or above 1250°C. Nucleation of this phase gen

erally occurred after the composition of the residual glass had been enriched in 

nitrogen following the crystallization of Y~lSOI2 (YAG). In the present cases, the 

precipitation of O' sialon followed the crystallization of 1';S407 which also in

creases the nitrogen content of the residual glass. 

The" crystallization behavior of the Y-Si-Al-O-N glass presented here is sum

marized in the qualitative time-temperature-transformation (TIT) diagram of 

Figure 6. No finish curve is indicated for the glassy phase since SEM analyses of 

HF-etched specimens showed glass to be present in some detectable amount.in all 

instances. Those areas of the diagram which are poorly defined are indicated by 

dashed lines. No distinction is made on this diagram between the 81 and 82 

polymorphs because morphological and structural similarity make accurate de

tection by SEM and X-ray diffraction difficult. A detailed description of some 

of the aspects of the 81 - ~S407-82 - 1';S407 crystallization will now be pre

sented. 

As pointed out earlier in this work, the crystallization of glass composition A 

occurs via a dendritic mechanism. Initially, dendrites consisting of the y 

polymorph of liS407 crystallize during the heating ramp, but heat treatment at 

"higher temperatures results in the transformation of y-phase into two similar 
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structures, i.e. the 8-phases of Y;S~07. Both are orthorhombic with the same unit 

cell parameters but different space groups, however no structural details of 

8-phases are reported in the literature. The major problem is the high degree of 

polymorphism exhibited by Y;S~07. Additional problems resulted in this study 

due to microtwinning in the primary and secondary dendrite arms as well as 

faulting in the secondary arms. Therefore, attempts to characterize the structural 

details of the 8-phases by X-ray diffraction have failed due to averaging effects. 

We describe the two transformed structures from y-phase dendrites as 81 - Y;S~07 

and 82 -Y;S~07. 

Figure 7 shows an example of the dendritic morphology of the 8-phases in a 

matrix of residual glass. The primary arm of the dendrite consists of 81 - YzS~07 

which is microtwinned (dark lines marked with a T in the region of the primary 

arm of the dendrite). The angular crystallites attached to the primary arms, i.e. 

secondary arms, of the dendrites consist of both 8-phases together with faulted 

regions due to the intergrowth, although the majority of the secondary arms con

sist of 82 - Y;S~07. It is interesting to note that the secondary arms of the 

dendrites maintain the orientations of the twin variants of the primary arm. The 

terminations of the faults (marked with an F in Figure 7) inside the primary arms 

indicate the nucleation of 82 - Y;S~07 as a result of faulting. Electron diffraction 

patterns (Figure 8(A» from a region encircled in Figure 7 were complex arising 

from four sets of oriented crystallites. Of these four sets, two correspond to 

twinned 81 - Y;S~07 (primary arm of the dendrite) while the other two corre

spond to 82 -Y;S~07 crystallites (secondary arms of the dendrites). The electron 
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diffraction pattern generated is shown in Figure 8(A) and the schematic for gen-

eration of this [001] pattern is shown in Figure 8(B). Another orientation in 

which twinning of the primary arm of the dendrite was found is [il2]. Twins 

were not found in [011] and [021] orientations. The twin plane was found to be 

(110). Figure 9(A) shows a high resolution electron micrograph from an interface 

of primary and secondary arms of the dendrite. The primary arm due to 

81 - 1';S~07 clearly shows twin-related regions while the secondary arm is largely 

composed of 82 -1';S~07. The difference in the atomic arrangements of the two 

structures is visible. An interesting example of the interface between primary and 

secondary arms of the dendrite is shown in the high resolution electron micro-

graph of Figure 9(B). Again the primary arm exhibits twin-related regions but in 

this case strain contrast due to dislocations (arrowed) at the interface is visible. 

This is an interesting example of epitaxial growth in which the flat faces, (100) 

81 - 1';S~07 I I (100) 82 - 1';S~07 are incoherent twin boundaries showing good 

registry but with a detectable strain field. Where 81 -1';S~07 is twinned, the re-

gion 
o 

- 250 A from the 81 -1';S~07/ 82 - Y;S~07 interface (i.e. the 

secondary/primary arm interface) is distorted and faulted. This indicates that 

growth of 82 - Y;S~07 in the- secondary arm from twinned 81 - Y;S~07 in the pri-

mary arm is controlled by a dislocation mechanism. The exact nature of the dis-

location mechanism involved in the growth of 82 -1';S~07 from 81 - Y;S~07 is not 

clearly understood, but it suggests that nucleation of 82 -1';S~07 is difficult. 

Figure 10 shows an example of the parallel intergrowth of 81 -1';S~07 and 

82 - Y;S~07 in the [001] orientation from a region within a secondary arm of the 
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dendrite. Some fault positions (marked with an F) are also seen in the image. 

These positions do not correspond to either of the 8 structures and, hence, are 

Stacking faults; the stacking fault plane was found to be (100). A periodic ar

rangement of dot patterns (black and white) at 1.36 nm (corresponding to the a

parameter of 82 -l';S~07) is present in the 82 -l';S~07 region of the image 

whereas in the 81 -l';S~07 region periodic arrangement is at 0.68 nm (corre

sponding to the a/2 spacing of 81 -l';S~07) while there is a b/2 shift in the two 

arrangements. The structural difference in the two regions of the image is clearly 

seen from the arrangement of the dot patterns. Figure 11 (A) shows a high resol

ution electron micrograph in [011] from a region of the secondary arm of the 

dendrite. Again in [011], the two structures grow in a parallel orientation re

lationship. The insets in Figure 11 (A) are laser optical diffractograms corre

sponding to the two regions. In the 82 -l';S~07 region a periodicity of 1.36 nm is 

present whereas in 81 -l';S~07 the periodicity is 0.68 nm and the shift in the ar

rangement of the dot patterns is 1/2 [011] . Figure 11 (B) shows another example 

of the parallel intergrowth of the two 8 structures in the [021] orientation from a 

region of the secondary arm of a dendrite. The insets in Figure 11 (B) are optical 

diffractograms corresponding to the two 8 structures. Again, the basic difference 

of the two structures in this orientation is clear from the arrangement of dot pat

terns. That is, a periodicity of 1.36 nm in the 82 -l';S~07 region versus a 

periodicity of 0.68 nm in the 81 -l';S~07 region followed by a shift of 1/2 [012] . 

Thus, from the X-ray diffraction and high resolution micrographs taken in the 

orientations shown above (showing the parallel intergrowth of the two struc-
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tures), it was possible to resolve the structural differences of 81 - Y;S~07 and 

82 - Y;S~07 .. For hOO and OkO reflections, systematic absences were found for 

h==2n+l and k==2n+l in both cases. In the case of 81 - Y;S~07 systematic ab

sences for hkO reflections were found for h+k==2n+l, whereas in the case of 

82 ...: Y;S~07·' no structural extinctions were found for hkO-type reflections. Thus 

the space groups of the two phases are different. In this study, 82 - Y;S~07 was 

found to be isostructural with Gd,.S~07 17 with detailed structural information on 

82 - YzS~07 to be described below including convergent beam electron diffraction 

data. Further structural details of the 8-phases of Y;S~07 observed using high re

solution electron microscopy are extremely sensitive to experimental parameters 

and any useful information is obtained under only the most suitable and controlled 

imaging imaging conditions. Such an analysis requires the use of computer simu

lations such as those described by Cowley and Moodie 18. A detailed account of 

the results from a simulation of the atomic imaging analysis of 82 is reported else

where 19. However, it is important to note that the high resolution images referred 

to in the present paper have all been interpreted with such simulation techniques. 

The parallel intergrowth of the two structures observed in the secondary arms 

of the dendrites suggests that this type of microstructure is characteristic of an 

intermediate stage of transformation between the 81 and 82 forms of Y;S~07. This 

is consistent with the observation that glass crystallized around 1300-1400°C 

produced mainly the 82 form, which suggests that 81 - Y;S~07 is the low temper

ature polymorph whereas 82 - Y;S~07 is the high temperature form. Similar types 
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of microstructures have been reported by other workers 20-22 in high resolution 

electron microscopic studies of intermediate f3 - a transformations in SiC. 

CBEDand X-ray Diffraction 

The simultaneous occurrence of three quite similar crystalline species in the 

glass-ceramic described here has confused the interpretation of the X-ray powder 

diffraction patterns acquired. Convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) us

ing the techniques described by Buxton et al. 23, has been used to determine the 

crystallography of individual crystallites in the partially crystallized glass

ceramic. 

Figure 12 shows the [001] zone axis pattern for y - liS~07. Parts (B) and (C) 

of the figure are enlargements of the two mirror planes which cut the first order 

Laue zone (FOLZ) ring normal to [100] and [010], respectively. Most interesting 

is the "double" FOLZ ring which occurs; closer examination of Figure 12(C) 

shows that the FOLZ has twice the density of reciprocal lattice points as the zero 

order Laue zone (ZOLZ). Such a phenomenon can only occur under dynamical 

scattering conditions 23. The occurrence of these 'doubly-diffracted discs at 

kinematically forbidden positions necessitates a unit cell whose dimension in the 

[010] direction is twice that measured. Superposition of the discs in the zero and 

second Laue zones requires a non-primitive unit cell, and this cell has been deter

mined to be base-centered on the (100) plane with cell dimensions of a=8.06 'A, 

b-9.34 'A, and c-6.92 'A. 
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For a point group of mm2, the systematic absences hOO: h-2n and Ok!: k=2n; 

1-2n narrow the space group choice to Aba2. The dark bars observed in the (100) 

systematic row of Figure 12(A) for reflections in which h;62n occur due to the 

a-type glide plane normal to [010] 2'. For the case of an mmm point group, con

vention places the base-centering operation on the (110) plane. Rearranging in

dices and observing the systematic absences 001: 1=2n and hkO: h=2n; k=2n, the 

space group could be determined to be Cmca, with the dark bars in the figure 

arising due to the c-glide plane normal to [010]. Distinguishing between Aba2 and 

Cmca space groups is based on a point group determination between mm2 and 

mmm. Buxton et al. 23 have determined that in order to distinguish between these 

two point groups using CBED, dark field patterns must be analyzed. The distin

guishing feature is that the internal symmetry for a special dark field reflection 

(i.e. one lying on a symmetry element) of point group 2mm is m, while for point 

group mmm the internal symmetry is 2mm. Similarly, the internal symmetry of a 

general dark field reflection for point group 2mm is 1 while that for point group 

mmm is m. Dark field images for the present case yielded m symmetry for special 

reflections and 1 symmetry for general reflections, confirming mm2 as the point 

group and determining Aba2 as the space group for y - ~Siz07. These results 

have been confirmed by real"-space analysis of atomic resolution images of the 82 

phase. 19 

Crystallographic characterization of the high temperature polymorph of 

~Siz07 or 82 - ~Siz07 using CBED was complicated by the intergrowth of 
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81 -l;Siz07' The [010] zone axis CBED pattern of Figure 13(A) along with the 

enlargements of the FOLZ ring along [001] and [100] shown in parts (B) and (C), 

respectively, reveal the presence of a mirror plane in (B) for [100] only. Extension 

of the zero order Laue zone to the first order Laue zone (FOLZ) ring shows total 

overlap of the discs. This obserVation, in conjuction with measurements of the 

diameter of the FOLZ ring 26, is sufficient to establish the Bravais lattice as 

o 
primitive orthorhombic. Subsequently, unit cell dimensions of a==13.60 A, 

b==5.01 A, and c=8.15 A were used to generate the X-ray powder diffraction 

pattern observed (Appendix IT). Systematic absences for Old: k+I=2n+l and 

hOI: h==2n+l unambiguously result in a space group of Pna21 for 82 -l;Siz07 27. 

Similar results have been obtained for the high temperature forms of several other 

rare-earth silicates based on X-ray data 28. 

Crystallographic characterization of the quinary YSizAI04N",. phase has been 

troubled by several details. Of primary significance is the fact that the similarity 

of the unit cell of YSizAI04N',. to the unit cells of thel;Siz07 phases causes con-

siderable overlap in the X-ray diffraction patterns. YSizA104N",. crystallizes from 

this glass as a consequence of the crystallization of l;Siz07; hence, these two 

crystalline species always· occur in this particular glass-ceramic composition in 

conjunction with one another~ Limited CBED results and high resolution electron 

microscopy show this species to have orthorhombic symmetry with unit cell di

mensions of a-23.1 A, b=5.01 A, and c-8.06 A (Figure 14). Present in this 

pattern is 2mm symmetry which is consistent with the orthorhombic system; de-

tails within the disks are washed out due to either the overlap of the discs caused 
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by the large interplanar spacing in [100], large numbers of point defects in the 

crystal, or the thinness of the crystal. The first order Laue zone of the crystal? not 

shown in Figure 14, also exhibits 2mm symmetry which confirms the crystal sys

tem as orthorhombic. 
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Conclusions 

A study of the sequences involved in the crystallization of a glass on the 

1;03 - Si02 - AIN plane of the Y-Si-AI-O-N system has resulted in 

morphological descriptions and space group and structure determinations for the 

polymorphs of 1;S~07 which occur during heat treatments varying in both dura-

tion and crystallization temperature. The formation of a previously undocu-

mented quinary Y-Si-AI-O-N phase also occurred and a partial structure 

determination of this phase has been performed . 

. Glass formation for a series of 10 glasses on or near the Yz03 - Si02 - AIN 

plane of the Y-Si-AI-O-N system was found to be strongly dependent on compo-

sition with the best glass-forming characteristics occurring in a glass having a 

normalized composition of Yo.26Sio.3oA1o.11 ONo.l1 ; 

Crystallization of this glass at relatively low temperatures (1100°C) was found 

to proceed by a heterogeneous nucleation mechanism, with intermetallic iron 

silicides acting as the heterogeneous nuclei. y - YzS~07 was observed to grow in 

a columnar dendritic morphology from these centers, with the most rapid 

crystallization rates occurring in the 1100°C-1200°C temperature range. CBED 

and X-ray diffraction have shown this crystal to be based on an a-centered 

D 

orthorhombic Bravais lattice having unit cell dimensions of a=8.06 A, b=9.34 

A, and c=6.92 A with a space group of Aba2. 

Secondary crystallization of a species having a nominal composition of 

YSi,4104N2 occurs in regions of the microstructure rich in AI and N for temper-
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atures approaching 1200°C. This species is based on an orthorhombic unit cell 

02 0 

having dimensions of a=23.1 A, b=5.01 A, an~ c=8.06 A. Identification of this 

species was not possible based on known quinary compounds in this system. The 

results indicate that growth of the dendritic y-phase is accompanied by rejection Jl 

of AI and N to the interdendritic glass until the composition reaches that of the 

yttrium-silicon-aluminum oxynitride phase whence crystallization follows. 

A third regime of the crystallization sequence involves the nucleation and 

growth of the high temperature polymorph of 1iS~07 (82 - 1iS~07) through 

transformation of the y - 1iS~07 dendrites to 81 - 1iS~07 followed by 

recrystallization to the 82 - 1iS~07 polymorph. CBED and X-ray diffraction re-

suIts for the crystal structure determination of 82 -1iS~07 confirm that the 

structure is based on a primitive orthorhombic Bravais lattice having unit cell di-

mensions of a-13.6 A, b=5.01 A, and c-8.15 A with a space group of Pna21" . 

The primary arms of the dendrites were found to consist of microtwinned 

81 - 1iS~07 having (110) as the twinning plane. The secondary arms of the 

dendrites consist of a mixture of 81 - l;S~07 and 82 - l;S~07 as well as numerous 

stacking faults. The stacking fault plane was found to be (100). The absence of 

twinning and only occasional faulting in 82 - 1iS~07 indicates that it has a more 

highly ordered structure than does 81 - 1iS~07' The existence of 82 - l;S~07 as 

the predominant species in glass crystallized at high temperatures 

(1300-1400°C) suggests that this polymorph is the high temperature form. 
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Appendix I: X-ray Diffraction Pattern for y - Y;S~07 

Crystal System: Orthorhombic 
Space Group: Aba2 

o 
Cell Parameters: a = 8.06 A 

o 
b = 9.34 A 
c = 6.92 A 

Intensity 

4.67 m 
4.03 m 

3.46 s 
3.05 vs 
2.63 s 
2.34 w 
2.02 m 

1.86 w 
1.74 s 
1.59 w 
1.37 w 

o 
tIcaku/Qred (A) hkl 

4.67 020 
4.03 200 
4.04 120 
3.46 002 
3.05 220 
2.63 202 
2.34 040 
2.02 240 
2.02 400 
1.86 420 
1.74 004 
1.59 204 
1.37 044 
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Appendix I I: X-ray Diffraction Pattern for 82 - Y;S~07 

ASTM Powder Diffraction File Card No. 20-1460 

Crystal System: Orthorhombic 
Space Group: Pna21 
Cell Parameters: a - 13.6 A 

b - 5.01 A 
c - 8.15 A 

Intensity 

5.23 10 
4.70 6 
4.07 70 
4.05 30 
4.03 10 
3.61 30 
3.41 50 
3.36 3 
3.08 80 
2.87 100 
2.61 50 
2.39 4 
2.19 4 
2.13 10 
2.11 30 
2.07 40 
2.04 30 
2.02 10 
1.93 20 
1.84 20 
1.82 30 
1.75 20 
1.68 10 
1.65 5 
1.57 . 20 
1.53 20 

5.22 
4.70 
4.07 
4.07 
4.03 
3.61 
3.40 
3.36 
3.07 
2.86 
2.60 
2.39 
2.18 
2.13 
2.11 
2.07 
2.04 
2.02 
1.93 
1.85 
1.81 
1.74 
1.66 
1.65 
1.57 
1.53 

hkl 

201 
110 
002 
111 
210 
211 
400 
310 
112 
212 
402 
510 
601 
022 
122 
512 
004 
420 
322 
612 
422 
314 
130 
414 
124 
132 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. AlN-Si02- Y 203 ternary system showing the compositions investigated 

(lettered symbols), Compositions which lie in this plane and have been investi-
. . 

gated by other are also indicated, with glasses studied by Loehman 10 being shown 

as numbered symbols. Composition I is an Al20 3-containing glass and, therefore, 

does not lie on the section as shown. The position indicated is the projection of 

composition I onto the ternary section. 

Figure 2. Bright field transmission electron micrograph of a heterogeneously-

nucleated crystallite of y - 12S~07 (indicated by a "2" and showing a corre-

sponding EDX spectrum) formed on· an intermetallic Fe-silicide particle 

(indicated by a "1" and showing a corresponding EDX spectrum). 

Figure 3. (A) Secondary electron micrograph of an HF-etched specimen of Y-Si-

Al-O-N glass composition A after heat treatment at 12S0°C for 10 minutes. The 

dendritic morphology of the y - 12S~07 (labeled y) is readily observed. Small 

amounts of the high temperature form of 12S~07 or 82 - 12S~07 (labeled 8) are 

beginning to form. This phase is identifiable in the SEM micrograph by its angular 

morphology. (B) Secondary electron micrograph of an HF-etched specimen of 

Y-Si-Al-O-N glass composition A after heat treatment at 127SoC for 31.6 min-

utes. Growth of the YS~104N2 (H) phase in regions surrounding dendrite nuclei 

is observed as is the appearance of small amounts of the 82 - 12S~07 (8) phase. 
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(C) Secondary electron micrograph of an HF-etched specimen of Y-Si-Al-O-N 

glass composition A after heat treatment at 1300°C for 1000 minutes. The 

dendritic y - y;'S;"07 phase has been completely transformed to the 82 phase which 

is stable at high temperatures. The YS;,.AI04N;. phase remains present and 0' sialon 

needles have begun to form. 

Figure 4. High resolution electron micrograph of a twinned 81 - Y;S;"07 dendrite 

arm completely enveloped by the (001) lattice fringes of the YS;,.AI04N;. 

interdendritic phase. 

Figure 5. Bright field transmission electron micrograph of the quenched-in 

monotropic transfor:mation microstructure of glass composition A after heat 

treatment at 1250°C for 100 minutes. The image shows the growth of the 82 

polymorph of Y;,S;"07 (blocky, faulted crysiallites) growing from the original 

dendrite branches (crystallites showing a smooth crystal/glass interface such as 

that extending from the bottom, right-hand comer of the micrograph). 

Figure 6. Qualitative time-temperature-transformation (TIT) diagram for Y -Si

Al-O-N glass composition A indicating the starting curves for the formation of 

y - Y;,S;"07' 8 - Y;,S;"O" YS;,.AI04N;., and O' sialon and the finishing curve for 

y - Y;,S;"O,. No distinction between the 81 and 82 phases is made here. Poorly 

defined boundaries are designated by dashed lines. 
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Figure 7. Transmission electron micrograph showing the dendritic morphology 

of 81 - 1iS~07 and 82 - Y2S~07 in the matrix of residual glass. Some faults ter

minating in the primary arm of the dendrite are marked as F. Some twins are 

markedasT. 

Figure 8. (A) Selected area electron diffraction pattern from a twinned area of 

81 - 1iS~07 , i.e. from a region of the primary arm in the [001] orientation with 

contri~utions from the secondary arms of the dendrite in the [001] orientation. 

(B) Schematic electron diffraction pattern from a region encircled in Figure 7. 

Four spot patterns are present of which two correspond to twinned 81 (marked) 

and two which occur due to the side arms of the dendrite which are mainly 82 

(marked). 

Figure 9. (A) High resolution electron micrograph from an interface of primary 

(81) and secondary (82) arms in the [001] orientation. The twin-related regions in 

81 are clearly observed. (B) High resolution electron micrograph showing the 

interface of 81 and 82 from a region of primary and secondary arms. Strain contrast 

due to dislocations is arrowed at several places. 

Figure 10. High resolution electron micrograph showing parallel intergrowth of 

81 and 82 from a region of secondary arm of a dendrite in the [001] orientation. 

Some stacking fault positions are marked as F. 
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Figure 11. (A) High resolution electron micrograph showing parallel intergrowth 

of 81 and 82 in the [011] orientation. The insets are laser optical diffractograms. 

(B) High resolution electron micrograph showing parallel intergrowth of 81 and 

82 in the [021] orientation. The 81 and 82 regions are marked. The insets are op

tical diffractograms. 

Figure 12. (A) [001] zone axis eBED pattern for y - Y2Siz07 revealing Gjonnes

Moodie lines in hOO: h=2n+1. (B) Enlargement of the FOLZ ring along [100] 

showing mirror symmetry for [010]. (e) Enlargement of the FOLZ ring along 

[010] showing mirror symmetry for [100]. 

Figure 13. (A) [010] zone axis eBED pattern for 82 -Y2Siz07 revealing Gjonnes

Moodie lines in 001: l-2n+1. These "dark bars" occur in kinematically forbidden 

reflections and indicate the presence of an 2-fold screw axis along [001]. (B) En

largement of the FOLZ ring along [001] showing mirror symmetry for [100]. (e) 

Enlargement of the FOLZ ring along [100]. 

Figure 14. Zero-order Laue zone microdiffraction pattern taken from the [001] 

orientation of the YSizAI04N2 interdendritic phase. Little structural information 

is available in the overlapping disks of the pattern, but orthorhombic 2mm sym

metry is suggested by the diffuse FOLZ ring (not shown). 
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